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SCOPE OF PRESENTATION

• Frame of Reference: Industrial and Institutional Confined Space Management

• Level of Detail: Owner/Operator, Maintenance Manager, Risk Manager

• No specific spaces

• Not region specific or compliance-centric

• Not addressing detailed safety practices, personal protection, procedures, etc.

• Not legal advice or opinion and attendees should consult with counsel and local 

regulatory and jurisdictional requirements

• Not a substitute for formal Confined Space Entry training
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TYPICAL INDUSTRIAL CONFINED SPACES 



THE LETHAL DANGERS OF CONFINED SPACES 

Confined space hazards can be deadly with immediate effect and can cause multiple injuries/fatalities: 

Some examples of incidents:

• Labourer, ag 58, refueling heater and generator in a basement under construction overcome by a build-

up of gases

• Two specialty coatings applicators, 67 and 28, applying epoxy coating inside a condensing tank

• Owner/painter, 42, and painter, 58, working in a house under construction overcome by CO gas from 

generator operation

• Worker descends 12 ft. to grout a manhole seam is overcome by carbon monoxide 

• Telcom workers access subgrade vault connected to sewer infrastructure and succumb to atmospheric 

conditions, which dissipate fully by the time EMS responds



ANATOMY OF A CONFINED SPACE 

Definitions vary by regulatory jurisdiction, modern definitions include: 

“…a fully or partially enclosed space,

a. that is not both designed and constructed  for continuous human occupancy, 
and

b. in which atmospheric hazards may occur because of its construction, location or 
contents or because of work that is done in it..”

• Regulations also generally cover both atmospheric and physical hazards

• Some differentiate between ‘confined vs. restricted’ spaces and ‘permit vs. non-

permit required’ spaces – these differences are jurisdiction-specific



SPACE TYPE AND PURPOSE

“..not both designed and constructed for continuous human occupancy..”

Includes spaces intended: 

• to store material

• to transport product

• to enclose a mechanical or electrical process 

• Spaces under construction

• For temporary use, eg. Excavations

• Generally excludes spaces that are covered under building codes or other industrial 
regulations (eg. Hazardous storage rooms, mechanical/boiler rooms, etc.)



SPACE CONFIGURATION

“..in which atmospheric hazards may occur because of its construction, location or 
contents or because of work that is done in it..”

Includes spaces:

• In building voids/crawlspaces

• At lowest point of structures where denser gases can collect

• Where ventilation cannot remove accumulated gases

• Where welding, painting, process releases can accumulate

• That can be safe under normal conditions but hazardous when impacted by work



ATMOSPHERIC HAZARDS

Include:

• Toxic atmosphere

• Explosive atmosphere

• Flammable atmosphere

• Oxygen deficient/enriched

• Must consider density and 

layering of gases in space

• Requires multi-level 

assessment and monitoring  

• Ensure monitors are appropriate 

for gas of concern (not always CH4)



PHYSICAL HAZARDS 

Although not always included in regulatory requirements, physical hazards must be considered: 

• Forms of energy  

• Noise and vibration

• Extreme temperatures

• Radiation

• Ergonomic 

• Cramped

• Poor access and exit

• Rotating & moving equipment

• Liquids and free-flowing solids

• Slick wet surfaces

• Poor lighting

• Engulfment due to flowing material (liquids 

and solids alike)

• Electrical contact



REGULATORY DRIVERS
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REGULATORY DRIVERS

• Vary greatly by jurisdiction, many have undergone updates in last 10 years

• Regulations enabled by legislation (Act) under Ministry of Labour or similar 

jurisdiction having authority by province/state/country

• Generally Define what confined space is and management program requirements

• Define responsibilities, duties, penalties at all levels 

• Modern regulations mandate emergency rescue and response requirements  

• May differ for industrial vs. construction settings

• Generally rely upon ‘general duty’ clause for employers to take all reasonable 

measures to ensure the safety of staff, including training, equipment, programs, etc.

*Attendees should consult with legal or regulatory expert for local requirements
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MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

• Generally defined under legislative/regulatory drivers and include: 

• Designation of ‘competent person’ by virtue of training, education and/or experience

• Be aware of specific skill sets and knowledge required to safely manage hazard and risk

• Procedural and program requirements including documentation, training, permitting, and records

• Generally integrated into broader H&S management policy and program structure

• Should be customized to site specific and applicable operational realities

• The ‘way we always did it’ no longer applies as lives are at stake!
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RESCUE PROCEDURES

• A dedicated rescue team is generally now mandatory and includes: 

• Adequate trained rescuers for number of entrants, including SCBA capabilities

• Ability to extract immobilized/injured entrants in multiple axes (vertical, horizontal)

• Modern regulatory requirements include provisions for attendant:

• To be stationed near entrance at all times

• In constant communication with all workers in confined space and able to summon 

rescue

• Not allowed to enter confined space 

• Onsite rescue procedures now commonly required – 911/EMS no longer adequate



RESCUE EQUIPMENT 

Provision of rescue equipment necessary to carry out rescue to be available at entry location: 

• Must be appropriately maintained and workers trained on use

• Must be inspected by competent person

• Includes specific personal protective clothing (eg. Chemical/flame resistant, etc.)

• Includes requirement for appropriate respiratory protective equipment 

• SCBA and combined airline/SCBA necessary to ensure safe breathing atmosphere

• Note: Filtration respirators cannot protect against oxygen deficiency or immediately 

dangerous atmospheres

• Respirator use generally triggers need for respiratory protection program, including 

medical surveillance, fit testing, etc. so be aware of add-on compliance requirements

Insert Footer Here 18
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OPTIONS & APPROACHES

Often the best approach to managing hazards is to avoid them altogether: 

• Relocate equipment out of confined space areas for ease of access

• Attach equipment to make it retractable from a space for remote retrieval to avoid entry

• Do preventative maintenance on all equipment within a space at once to avoid repeat entries

• Install remote monitoring and CCTV devices for at-a-distance validation to avoid entry

• Retain emergency response contractor to supply rescue support as required to avoid need for in-

house training and costly equipment supply

• Develop space-specific procedures and equipment lists BUT be sure to confirm that there are no 

changes in conditions prior to entry 
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LESSONS LEARNED

• The world has changed: outdated approaches and mindsets expose workers to risk and 
corporations to liability and enforcement

• External contractors avoid the need to build costly in-house rescue know-how and 
equipment arsenals while adding current training and rescue skills

• Seek professional expert support for assessment of hard to classify spaces or for 
development of space-specific rescue plans

• Consider means of avoiding entry in the first place

• Take special care when multiple contractors working in common space and ensure 
coordination of entry and rescue plans and permits

• Don’t be afraid to engage local regulatory authorities to proactively address tough 
issues but be prepared for them to ask the tough questions

• Invest the necessary time and capital to ensure that workers are safe as confined 
spaces are extremely unforgiving!
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